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These Airospace Probes could be still sending messages back to
Earth, but the Electric sciences deal only with LIGHT traveling; at
186,000 miles per second with no provisions for dimensional changes.
NOW! Who is all this information that the white culture has confiscated
The TIME WALKER! Found in any Ancient culture throughtout the world,
but I'm only acquinated with the Indian of the America’s.
From the previous chapters, you know that a ZL hours day, the Ancients
broke this down into 181 parts and each part was 7.9558 minutes. Legend
has it that the TIME WALKER can walk from Sunrise to Sunset within this
7.9558 minutes.
lf one was to look to the Sunrise and look the opposite direction,
this would be around 50 to lOO miles.
Not everyday cana .TIME WALKER walk. This comes from the calculations,
(lst.)The time of Cne's yearly birthday,(2nd.)What Clan Equation has been
selected for each individual. The calculations are made on a Prayer Wheel
or Disc or Stone, whatever you want to call.
On a larger scale where it could be a tribe or nation, it begins with
the Head Clan Mother and her Clan Equation. Backing her up spiritually,
are Elders numbering; from 3 to 12. Also amoung this group is the Medicine
Man or Woman and assigned Clan Equation who is in charge or to take care
of members who do not know their Clan but have been adopted
by a Clan. The calculations for this entire group to TIME WALK is done 
by a Medicine Wheel, a seat of authority, and the object of the seven powers
of the Prophet. The calculations show selected times.
FIRST: To'the group that has studied all the Migration trails of the missing locations were TIME WALKÉD!
SECOND: To the Ciobola group that is looking for the Seven Underground
cities that the Indian rests from his journey on the Migration. I believe
the .reason they cannot be found, is that they can only be located will
TIME WALKING. There ie n_n Indian legend or Story that concludes that I

